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The planning and design proposal for Jiang Zhuang Hu Garden

Villas was already approved by the relevant authorities in April.

Besides, demolition of the original structures on the site and

re-accommodation of the 132 affected families were completed

in October.

While promoting sales of new units, the Group also adjusted its

sales and marketing strategy and significantly boosted the sales of

the slow-moving stocks. Remaining stocks of Xing Chen Mansion,

amounting to 12,000 square meters in gross floor area, were sold

out. Besides, the examination and delivery of Shi Ji Cun Estate,

Super Garden Villas and Qiao Zhuang have also been completed

as scheduled.

Shopping Centre

In face of increasing density of commercial complexes and

intensified competition in northern Beijing, Bei Chen Shopping

Centre maintained an impressive growth and recorded a sales

revenue of RMB1.05 billion as the fastest growing shopping centre

in Beijing. This marks an important step in our development as this

is the first time we reached a sales volume of RMB1 billion. Ranking

of sales revenue jumped to fifth from sixth in 1999. Sales revenue

per square meter and profitability per outlet ranked first in Beijing.

Information Technology Company

Construction of Phase II Broadband Multimedia Integrated

Information Network in the Asian Games Village has been

completed by Beijing North Star Dongdai Aher Information

Technology Company Limited during the year. The facility helped

establish a top-notch image and reputation in information services

for the properties in Asian Games Village.
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PROSPECTS

The PRC economy is expected to continue its steady growth in

2001. As the aggressive fiscal policies adopted by the government

in boosting domestic demand started to take effect, prospects for

the macroeconomic economy of the PRC is becoming more

optimistic. Meanwhile, the speeding up in negotiation regarding

the PRC ’s entry into the WTO together with the campaign for

hosting 2008 Olympic Games by the Beijing government are likely

to bring about new opportunities in the Beijing property market.

Targeted at the market situation in 2001, the Group will continue to

leverage on its competitive edge across various markets to

consolidate and expand its market share. By doing so, the Group

aims at extending its customer base to secure its stable recurrent

income.

In 2001, Hui Yuan Apartment will continue to retain its tenants of

long-term contracts and attract more customers for business stay

and for the use of its convention facilities in order to increase

effectiveness. Apart from this, the redevelopment of Hui Yuan

Apartment Block A into a hotel is progressing at full speed to ensure

that it will be in service by March as scheduled. The hotel is

expected to generate profit by the end of the year and become the

new source of growth of the Company within two to three years.

Capitalizing on its broadband multimedia network facility, Hui Yuan

International Apartment will continue to strengthen its foothold in

Japan, Korea and the PRC, while expanding into the European and

U.S. markets. The Group will also make aggressive efforts in leasing

the units of Hui Xin Offices.
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While maintaining its market share in hosting large-scale

conventions, Beijing International Convention Centre will step up

its efforts in attracting tenants for exhibitions and small-to-medium

scale conventions. Further efforts will be spent for office rental in a

bid to increase the occupancy rate and rental income.

With its east wing closed for the second year for redevelopment,

Beijing Continental Grand Hotel will step up its marketing efforts to

increase revenue and make sure the redevelopment work is

progressing at full speed.

Taking advantage of its high profit growth in this financial year, Hui

Bin Offices will maintain and expand its market share through the

use of adaptive sales and marketing strategies, in order to continue

with its remarkable performance.

Apart from building on its brand names and modification in

product mix, Bei Chen Shopping Centre will also fully utilize its

existing advantages, and formulate new sales and marketing

strategies (particularly the seasonal and festive promotional

events) to maintain its rapid growth.

Xin He Property Management Company will step up its efforts in

expanding its business and increasing its market share in the

medium to high-end property management sector. While

maintaining its high quality of management services for Green

Garden, it will strive to expand its market and attain the recognition

as one of the first class national property management companies

by the national property estate committee. The brand name of the

Group in the property management sector is expected to be further

strengthened.
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In 2001, the development of investment properties will be in line

with that of development properties to further expand the

Company’s market while increasing reserve of quality properties

and providing management service. At the same time, it will

continue to strengthen its market positioning and restructuring of

the property portfolio. A feasibility study on the redevelopment of

Beijing Recreation Centre will be conducted. On the other hand, the

feasibility study on the extension of the Beijing International

Convention Centre will also be proceeded upon. Meanwhile, the

Company will closely monitor the latest development of the

exhibition project in the Olympic Village Reserved Areas with a

view to expanding its exhibition space and to capturing the market

opportunities arising from the increasing demand for exhibition

halls in Beijing.

In 2001, the supply of development properties in the Beijing

residential market will continue to grow. Coupled with the

competitive edges in the economical residential properties, the

Company will fully utilise the opportunities in the campaign of the

PRC hosting of the Olympic Games and the development of World

Trade Centre, to establish the brand name for the Company ’s

development properties. Continued with its two-pronged strategy

of developing properties for sale and land transfer, the Company

will increase its capital return. It will also speed up the construction

of its key projects, integrate sales, design and construction plans to

commence its professional sales and marketing campaign.

Renovation works for Hui Xin Offices are scheduled to be completed

in the first half of this year. Upon further strengthening the peripheral

and ancillary facilities of the Green Garden project, preliminary

development for the ten buildings of Phase II and the Phase I work of
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the central park will be kicked off. In order to commence construction

on a site with an area of 200,000 square meters, it is intended that

Block A, B and C of the ten residential buildings of Phase II as well as

the landscape engineering for Phase I of the central park be

commenced in the second quarter. Construction for the remaining

seven buildings from Blocks D to K of Phase II as well as a nursery and

power switch room will be commenced in the second half of the year.

Construction for Area B1, on the other hand, is scheduled to start

following the raining season.

On the property sales front, the marketing efforts for the sales of

Hui Xin Apartment and first batch of Green Garden sales will be

further stepped up with a view to dispose of the majority of such

properties during the year. Meanwhile, the planning and

implementation for the launch of Green Garden Phase II will be

commenced soon to tap into the market and realize sales revenue

in a timely manner. On the other hand, stocks of Kerrie Plaza will be

the focus of sales and will be relaunched after improvements and

upon repackaging.

As for new development projects, development properties will be

centred around Asian Games Village in 2001. While making

endeavours to expand into premium areas such as Zhong Guan Cun

and CBD, the Company will also bid for construction projects

including Olympic Village and World Trade Centre. In addition, the

Company will study development strategy for redevelopment of

old urban residential quarters in the urban area, sub-urban

development and developmnet of green belt areas. While

replenishing its land bank, the Company will step up its study on

property development strategy, planning and market positioning

with the view to significantly increasing the area under

construction and its land bank in 3 to 5 years.
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In order to provide the Group with new financing channel so as to

strengthen its capital standing and to ensure continuous rapid

development, the Group plans to issue no more than 150 million “A”

shares. Proceeds raised from the share issue is approximately

Rmb600 million and will be used for the investment in

development of Phase II of the Green Garden. The “A” share issue will

be completed in 2001.

With the Group’s competitive edges in the Beijing property market,

the Group continues to adjust its development strategy according

to market needs. Along with its expertise, experiences and

commitments, the Board of Directors is confident that Group is well

positioned for realizing new developments and bringing

satisfactory returns to shareholders.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all shareholders for

their trust and immense support, and all our advisers for their

dedication. I would also like to express my gratitude and

appreciation to our management and all the staff for their efforts

and contributions made throughout the year.

Sha Wan-Quan

Chairman

Beijing, PRC

17th April, 2001
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